Numerical Analysis Of The Effect Of Wind Flow On Natural Ventilation For Native Housing Of Sistan Province Of Iran
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Abstract— Wind energy has become one of the most renewable energies resources in nowadays modern world, in addition to harnessing it’s energy and converting it to electricity by employing wind turbines, wind power is also used for many rural natural ventilation specially in hot and hot-humid climate regions. With a total area of 181,000 km² and it’s well known “120-days wind” with an average of 8 m/s, the South-East region of IRAN has been an ideal location to utility wind power for local housing ventilation purpose from many years ago. Computational fluid dynamic is a powerful tool for numerical simulation of flow patterns due to wind passing over and through rural buildings in order to evaluate the amount of natural ventilation can be achieved for various architectures. In this article the result of a comprehensive the numerical simulation are presented for evaluating the natural ventilation can be achieved due to local wind for the most common module of SISTAN’s ancient housings. The validation of numerical result has been carried out using on site measurement which shows good agreement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural ventilation strategies based on wind has been used in design of buildings using opening on their both windward and leeward exposures since many years ago in different parts of Iran. The pressure distribution across the building structure to wind blowing provide a natural ventilation inside the building. (fig1).

The three main factors affecting the surface pressure are as the followings:

1- Wind speed relative to building
2- Wind direction
3- Building external shape [1]

The SISTAN province is located the south east of Iran. It covers an area of approximately 181,000 square kilometers (11% country area). Approximately half of 2.5 million populations live in rural with rural lifestyle [2]. SISTAN’s hot and arid climate is characterized by the strong wind (“120-day winds”) in summer which has been used since hundreds of years ago with aim of special architecture for utilization of natural ventilation in residential [3]. Due to severe climate change in this region during the last decades a vast immigration is accruing from SISTAN to other parts of country. One key parameters which can alleviate this situation is to redesign the architecture of rural housing in order to achieve better natural ventilation in new condition. Investigation and analysis on natural ventilation in enclosed spaces can be performed by several methods: full-scale measurements [4] reduced-scale measurements [5,6], analytical methods [7] and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [8,9,10]. The Analytical approach seems to be inappropriate in complex geometries [11]. The fast growth in computational power during the last two decades CFD commercial software have been used in many investigations regarding indoor natural ventilation problems. [12] the following paragraph presents a brief review of some these attempts.

Miguel Mora-Pérez et al used the computational techniques for analysis the wind-building interactions for different building configuration regarding the natural ventilation [13]. Durrani et.al carried out numerical simulations for evaluating the performance of LES and Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS) methods for modeling multiple steady states in natural ventilation [14]. Gilani et.al performed a sensitivity analysis of stratified indoor environment in displacement ventilation [15].

Driss et.al carried out a combined experimental and numerical study on wind-induced natural ventilation in isolated building with patio [16]. Pulat and Ersan investigated the effects of inlet turbulence parameters on the air flow patterns inside a ventilated room [17]. Tominaga and Blocken carried out a comprehensive wind tunnel experiments regarding the cross-
ventilation flow of a generic single-zone building in order to complete a validation data base for CFD simulation [18].

This paper presents the results of a numerical analysis for simulation of wind flow around and inside a native housing of SISTAN province in order to investigate the air flow pattern and natural ventilation for different configuration due to application of some opening in the base geometry such as: SOORAK, KOLAK and DARICHE MOHABAK.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAIL

Climate has always been a key parameter in designing rural building in SISTAN province of Iran. The many years of experience of native architectures have provided enough knowledge for using different opening and configurations in benefit the local winds for natural order ventilations in their housing. The basic configuration and its different opening are introduced in the following paragraphs and figure 2. KOLAK: it is a quarter-circle sector located at the roof for directing the air towards the interior space of the room.

SOORAK: it is a rectangular opening with a cross section of 20x15 cm which is located on the positive pressure side wall 2 meters above the ground level.

DARICHE MOSHABAK: four squared opening with a cross section of 15x15 cm located on the positive pressure side wall 50cm above the ground level.

Table 1 summarizes the different investigated configurations which have been studied in this research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>plans tool</th>
<th>Plan1</th>
<th>Plan2</th>
<th>Plan3</th>
<th>Plan4</th>
<th>Plan5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KOLAK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOORAK</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARICHE MOSHABAK</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WINDOWS</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY CONDITION

Unstructured and structured-map meshes were used for external and internal spaces of the building respectively. The computational domain and meshes is presented in figures 4 and 5.
The following boundary conditions were used in the simulations:
- inlet velocity at inlet boundary
- pressure outlet at the outlet boundary
- zero gradient at top and side boundaries
- no-slip at solid walls.

**Simulation:** The commercial Fluent 16 CFD package was used in this study. The simulation were carried out for steady state situations. The well-known RNG k-ε turbulence model was activated for all case studies. The readers are addressed to the Fluent user guide for detailed information regarding the Reynolds average and RNG k-ε equations.

**IV. RESULT**

5 different plans which presented in table 1 simulated and numerically analyzed. In pressure contour concluded from plan number 1, positive and negative pressure areas respectively at the Wind ward and leeward to the wind presented at figure No 6.

Also, in plan number 1, velocity starts from 8 m/s at the inlet and by going through the wind inlet gates, and entering to the building inside space decreases up to 5 to 6 m/s. Maximum velocity create after wind hitting the roof of building which is approximately is 12 m/s (figure7).

In plan number 2 the wind velocity at the inlet gate is 8m/s and by going to the building inside space it decrease and arrive to 4 to 5 m/s. By more spreading wind inside the building, velocity distribution rate will continue and in the other areas of roof and room will be equal to 1 to 2 m/s (figure 8).

Figure number 9 shows velocity distribution from top and north direction and presents created vortices around the building and after hitting wind to the building.
At the contours of plan number 3 (figure 10) which only includes KOLAK, it can be seen by deleting wind inlet gates on the walls, air recirculation at the inside space of building faced with problem and in a large part of interior space velocity is zero which indicates lack of air changes in many sectors, and also presents reduced efficiency of natural ventilation.

In all presented contours, vortices behind building can cause accumulation of sands behind of windows and walls of building. The validation of numerical result has been carried out using on site measurement which shows good agreement in figure (13, 14).

Analyzing results of last plan which has no air inlet on the building, shows that air ventilation done only by the holes on the wall. Wind velocity in many parts of dome inside is equal to zero which is an imperfect measure of ventilation (figure 12).

CONCLUSION

1- Optimization and utilization of ancient configuration of building in under investigation region, can be a good template for air condition and using wind as renewable energy source.
2- **Due to arid climate of the region and by using evaporating cooling and increasing relative humidity at inlet gates of air to the building, appropriate air temperature can be reachable.**

3- **For avoiding vortices and accumulation of sand behind of building in result of them, redesigning the building shape and replacing sharp edges of building with soft forms, can change in wind flow regime will be useful for solving the problem.**

4- **Presented results of numerical analysis shows good agreement with site measurement.**
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